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Abstract. Observationsof the vertical gradients of wind and temperature over the sea are
presented.They indicate a drag coefficientfor neutral stability increasing but slightly up to
wind speedsof 14 m/sec. The mean value for the open sea is found to be approximately 0.0012
(for 10-meter reference height), but the number of observations on which this is based is much
smaller than for the enclosedwaters of Port Phillip. Analysis of the effects of stability on the
wind gradient in terms of similarity theory gives some evidence that the concepts developed
as a result of work over land surfaces may be applied successfully to conditions over the sea.
The constant a in the 'log -]- linear' formulation for near-neutral profiles is found to have a
value of around 3.5, a value similar to that found from some series of observationsover land
surfaces.

OBSERVATIONAL METHOD

INTRODUCTION

TO obtain suf½iently accurate observations
of wind profilesover the sea for the drag of the
wind on the water to be deduced is no easy
task. However, an earlier study IDeacon, Shep•
pard, and Webb, 1956] showedthat anemometers mounted with as good exposureas possible on a small ship gave promising results.

We concentrated effort on obtaining as accurately as possiblethe wind speed difference
between two heights, 13 and 4 meters. These
were chosenas high enoughto avoid as far as
possibleuncertaintiesassociatedwith conditions
close above the wave tops. Accordingly two

The observations

the foremast crosstreesand two (often three)
anemometersat heights between3 and 6.4 meters on arms extending from a mast fitted near
the end of the jib boom.The anemometerswere

here discussed were obtained

on two subsequentseriesof trials with the same
schooner,the Derwent Hunter of the C.S.I.R.O
Division of Fisheries and Oceanography.The
greater body of data thus obtained makes it
possibleto study the effectof vertical temperature gradientson the wind profiles,a study that
could not be attempted in the earlier work.
Not only is this of interest in paving the way
toward a better knowledgeof the variation of
drag coefficients
with stability, but also,by comparison with results over land, some light is
thrown on the extent to which we are justified
in applying relationshipsderived for solid surfacesto the flow over water disturbedby waves.

• Based on a paper presented at the International
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics and the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961,
in Marseilles, France.

anemometers

calibrated

were

mounted

in a wind tunnel

at

13 meters

before

on

and after

each trial period and also halfway through. To
reduceerrors still further, they were systematically interchangedafter each day's work.
As was shown in the earlier work the effect

of the ship's hull on the wind flow causesthe
lower anemometersto experiencetoo low a wind

speedby amountsof around 2 per cent. The
magnitude of the correction to make for this

was established,as before, by taking observations with the ship runningat as low a speed
as possibledirectly into wind and then at full
speed (3.5 m/see) into wind. If conditionsare
steady, the differencein the ratio of the wind
at two heights as between the two runs enables
a corrected ratio to be obtained. The hull effect

correctionsso found were nearly the same as
(slightly smallerthan) previouslyreported.
The speed of the ship relative to the wa-
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ter was measured by a propeller-type meter
mounted beneath a float outrigged 3 meters

from the side of the ship. The propeller actuated an electric counter alongsidethose actuated by the anemometers.
The rolling of the ship during runs was recorded,and the wind velocitieswere corrected
for rolling in the manner indicated in the earlier paper.The correctionswereappreciableonly
for the runs in the open sea; in Port Phillip,
where a greater part of the observationswere
secured,swell is excludedby the narrow entrance and rolling was relatively slight.
Temperature differencesbetween 13 and 4
meters were recorded and also the difference in

temperaturebetweenseasurfaceand the air.

Observationsobtained under rapidly varying
conditionshave been rejectedas have a few observationswhere the fetch of the wind over deep
water (15-20 meters) was less than 4 km. The
remainder, 186 in number, have been grouped
for wind speed at 10-meter height (u•o); the
valuesof (u• -- u,)/U•o for sometypical ranges
are shownin Figure I plotted againstthe difference in temperature between air and sea. For
the lowest two wind-speedranges, curves have
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Fig. 2. The difference in potential temperature
between 13 and 4 meters expressedas a fraction of
the difference

between

13 meters and the sea sur-

face. Range of wind speeduxo-- 4.0 to 5.9 m/sec.
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been drawn by eye to fit the points (as A of
Fig. 1), but for the rest straightlineshave been
fitted by the methodof least squaresto the Port
Phillip data (examplesB and C of Fig. 1). In
each wind-speedrange the open-seavalues are
rather consistentlygreater than those observed
in Port Phillip, wherethe fetch of the wind over
water was mainly from 12 to 30 km.
An analogousquantity in terms of potential
temperature differencesis (0• -- 0,)/(•
--

•o), where •o is the potential temperature of
the sea surface. Figure 2 shows this plotted
against the air-sea temperature differencefor
one of the wind-speedgroups.The graphs are
generally similar to those of Figure 1, but the
scatter of points is greater.
Drag coefficients[or neutral stability. From
the values of (u• -- u,)/U•o for adiabatic conditions read from the curves of Figure I the
values of the drag coefficientC•o-- r/(pU•o•)
have been calculated assumingthe well-known
logarithmic relationship

u•.-- u• = u,/k In (z•./z,)
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(1)

in whichu, = (r/p)•t%andk, yonK•trm•tn's
constant,hasbeentaken to be 0.41. The resulting
values are shownin Figure 3, which showsthat

up to a wind speedof about 9 m/see the drag

•ig. 1. •he d•ere•oe i• w•d speed (•)
be•wee• 13 •d • me•ers expressed•s • fmo•io• o•
l•me•r
w•d speed (•). •, •or • •rom 4.0 •o
•.g m/seoi •, •or • from 8.0 to g.g m/seo; O, •or
• from 12.0 •o 15.0 m/seo. giro]es, Por• Phillip;

coefficientsfor Port Phillip are close to what
laboratory researcheslead us to expect for an
aerodynamicallysmoothsurface.At higher wind
speedsthere is a riseof drag coefficient,but only

orosses•

to the extent of 30 per cent or so at 14 m/sec.

ope•

se•.
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greater than Brocks' result for the North Sea.
The differenceis hardly significantin view of
the differencesin techniqueand the small number of Derwent Hunter observations.It is, however, somewhatsurprisingthat the difference
betweenopen sea and land-lockedwaters is of
oppositesign in the two cases.It is possible
that the rather great motion of the ship in the
heavy southern ocean swell commonlyexperienced in the sea outside Port Phillip has resulted in a rather large experimentalerror owing to inadequaciesin the correctionsapplied.
The

new Derwent

Hunter

trial

results

are

generally lower than those reported in the earFig. 3. Drag coef6cient
for neutralstability.Cirlier paper, particularly at wind speedsabove 8
cles, Port Phillip; crosses,open sea.
m/sec. The open-seanear-neutral observations
in the earlier trials gave c•o-- 0.0021 for wind
The valuesfor the openseaare estimatedfrom speedsfrom 10 to 14 m/sec. The new results
the observationsunder unstableconditions,since shouldbe more reliable, but the reasonfor the
equalityof sea and air temperatures
did not differenceis not fully understood.
However, it seemsevident now that there is
occurthere during thesetrials.
The smallmagnitudeof the variationin drag no marked increasein drag coefficientat around
coefficienthas alsobeen found by Brocksfrom 7 m/sec as at one time seemedplausible from
wind profilesobtainedusinga specialbuoy early results.
(Brocks [1959] and private communication). Effect of thermal stratification. That the inAs a result of extensivetrials in a bay of the fluenceof thermal stratificationon the wind proBaltic (fetch about 20 km) he found little files is considerableis shown in Figure 1: a
variation from a value c•o-- 0.0015 over a sim- more than 4-fold variation of (u•8 -- u•)/U•o
ilar rangeof windspeed,whileNorth Seatrials with air-sea temperature differenceis found in
near Iteligoland gave a similarly near-constant the lighter winds.
The influence of a turbulent heat flux H
value of c•o -- 0.0011 for very much larger
fetches of the wind over water--the full width
through the layer of effectively constant shear
of the North Sea.
stressrequires a stability parameter to be inFleagle,Deardot#, and Badgley [1958] from cluded in generalizedformulations of the wind
observationsover an inlet of the sea (fetch of and temperature profiles. A form of Richardwind over water about 10 km) found a value son number useful for this purposeis that proof C•o-- 0.0011 and again little evidenceof any posed by Obukhov [1946]; it relates height
variation over the range 3-9 m/sec. There is abovethe surfaceto a scalelength L expressed
thereforegeneralagreementamongthesethree by
sets of data on the near constancyof the drag
L = --u, Toc•p/l•gH
coefficient over an extensive range of wind
speed.
in which To is absolutetemperature,c, and p
For relatively enclosedwaters (fetches10-30 the specificheat at constantpressureand denkm) the c•ovalues average 0.0012 (range ñ25
sity of air, respectively,and g the acceleration
per cent). Topographicaldifferencesbetween due to gravity. The generalizedwind profile rethe various sites (both above and below water lationship for a suitably uniform level land surlevel) may be at least partly responsiblefor face is then
the different drag coefficients.The nature of

=

the sea surface exhibits considerable variation
in land-locked waters.

in whichthe functionT(z/L) hasthe valueunity

The rather tentative open-seavalue of 0.0012
fcund in the presentwork is about 10 per cent

under neutral conditions(H -- 0; L -- oo) correspondingto the logarithmiclaw.
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An accurateknowledgeof the form of •(z/L)
be similar,and the ratio of gradientscan be rehasyet to be acquired,but Monin and Obukhov placed by the ratio of differencesA0, Au ob[1954] have pointed out that for sufficiently served between two convenient heights.
Equation 4 may then be rewritten as
small departuresfrom neutrality it must be a
valid approximation to write

•(z/ L) - 1 -• a(z/ L)

(3)

where a shouldbe a universal constant capable

of empiricaldetermination.The value of
0.6 put forward by Monin and Obukhov [1954]
based on observationsover steppe is, however,
considerablyat variance with the findings of
other workers [Taylor, 1960; Pano[sky, Blackadar, and McVehil, 1960], who find values
nearly 10 times as great. One of the difficulties
of evaluatinga is that we are, in effect, studying small departuresfrom linearity when u is
plotted against log z; any uncertainty in the
origin for z, as can occurwith natural surfaces,
can lead to considerable error by introducing
spuriouscurvatures.As this uncertaintyin zero
level is likely to be rather marked when working over waves,a methodof analysisis outlined
here which obviates the difficulty.
Integration of equation 2 with respect to z
usingapproximation3 gives,betweentwo levels
z• and

U2__Ul _--U$
Inz•_]_g
k z• •o

A0

- z,) (s)

Without measurementsof the fluxes,profiledata
only permit the evaluation of the product
For near-neutral

conditions it is often assumed

that 7 ---- 1, and experimentaldeterminations
have not as yet establishedwith certainty any
departurefrom unity. In the following,a• will
be written for the product a¾, so that no confusion should arise.

At small heightsthe stability term is negligible, and for a surfacewith rigid roughnesselementsit followsthat, if ue is the wind velocity

at a smallheight,u,/ue is a constant.(At very
low wind speedsthe Reynolds number of the
flow about the roughnesselementsmay be too
low for the square law of resistanceto apply,
but in the material

dealt with

here this is not

so.) For a given pair of heights the first term
on the right-hand side of equation 5 can be
rendered constant by dividing the equation
throughoutby u,, giving

U2-- Ul'- U•
Inz,z•_½
au,(z2
-- z,) (4) u•-- u,= •_•,_
k
kL
Inz_•
q_ga,,
A
O(z2-z,) (6)
u•
ku•
z•
Tou• Au
which is often known as the 'log + linear' law.
From

the definition

of L we see that

in the

linear term of equation 4

u,

g H/pc,,

kL

To rip

If, therefore, we have a seriesof observations
of the wind speedsat heightsz•, z,, and z, made
with a variety ofAO/Au values, then by plotting the left-hand side of equation 6 against

$ -_ gAO(z•
- z•)

Using the flux equations

To Au.u•

H/p% -- -- Kh O0/Oz
and

rip = K,, Ou/Oz
in which K• and Km are the eddy transfer coefficients for heat and momentum, respectively,
we obtain

we shouldobtain points falling closeto a curve
which, over the near-neutral range, shouldapproximate to a straight line of slope a•. As will
be seen from equation 6, the value of a, obtained by this method is independent of the
datum level from which heights are measured,
as long as this is constant for a series of
observations.

kL

To

Example o] analysis: land data. Taylor
[1960] has shown that the range of stability

Ou/Oz

If under near-neutral conditions K•/K•

over which the log + linear law is a valid apis a

constanty, the vertical profilesof 0 and u will

proximation is quite small. We therefore need
a seriesof observationsthat fall mainly in or

SYMPOSIUM
i
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gives a• -- 3.6. The winds at other pairs of

i

levels were treated similarly, and the resultsare'

o

2:1

u•

1.33
0.91
0.60
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Z2

and
and
and

•p

4.42
2.91
2.13

m
m
m

3.6
3.7
3.8

Uoi

op=5'1* '

Mean

'3

3.7

Examinationof the pointsin thesegraphsshows
no tendencyfor them to separatethemselvesin
g(Zi-Z,) A8
any systematicfashiondependingon windspeed.
Tou,• Au
The intercept at neutral stability in Figure 5
Fig. 4. Wind data of Calder for a desert site is some 50 per cent smaller than is consistent
plotted to give ap in the log -]- linear profile rewith the completeneutral-windprofile. This is
lationship.
causedby systematicerrorsin the wind speeds,
as discussed
by Fleagle,Deardorff,and Badgley.
closeto this range. A good seriesfor this pur- However, using wind speedsat well separated
posewas securedby Calder [1943] over a very levels, the value of a• so derived is rather
level desert surface where steady strong winds insensitiveto such systematicerrors.
causedonly smallvaluesof S to be experienced;
In the DerwentHunter trials wind speedsclose
the author is indebted to Calder for the use of
to the water surfacewere not observed,and the
these unpublisheddata. The values of At? and evaluationof a• from the 13- to 4-meter wind
Au are differencesover the height interval 0.30 and temperature differences is rather more
to 4.25 meters; for ue we may take the wind complicated.However,by taking trial valuesof
speedsmeasuredat 0.1-meterheight. In Figure a• and using them in the log -]- linear law to
4 the resultsare shown for two different height calculate
u,/u,, it is possible
to findthevalue
intervals: for the one, z• and z.• are 5 meters corresponding
to constant
u,/u, in the nearand 0.5 meters; for the other, 2 meters and 0.2 neutral region. The values so found, to the
meters. The straight lines fitted by least squares nearesthalf unit, are'
over the rangesshown are
Range of u•0,

!

-.08

I, --0 I6

I

I

-.04

I

i

--0•

I

I

0

For 5 and 0.5 m, ap -- 3.4 -----0.6

m/see

4-6

6-8

8-10

10-12

12-15

Value ofa•

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.5

4.0

For 2 and 0.2 m, ap -- 3.0 -- 0.4

For the four highest wind-speed ranges the
straight lines fitted by least squaresto the ob-

Observationsby Deacon [1953] over grassland
alsogivea valueof c%• 3, sothat further support
is given to Taylor's [1960] conclusionthat the
value of 0.6 given by Monin and Obukhov[1954]

U(4-42m)- U(I-33m)

is much too small.

•

U(O-31m)
•o/• o
-

Application to observations
overthe sea. Over

o

theseathejustification
forassuming
u./u, to

•

be constant is not so evident as for a surface

with rigid roughnesselements.It is howeverof
interest to apply the above method of analysis
to the observationsof Fleagle, Deardorff, and
Badgley[1958], which lend themselvesto this
purpose since wind speedswere observed at a
height as low as 0.31 meter. Theseare taken for
u, and A O;Au are for the height interval 0.4 to
3.2 meters. Figure 5 shows the plotting for
z• - 1.33 meters,z, = 4.42 meters.The tangent
drawn to the curve at the neutral stability point

1

0 -.01

i

0

ap=
3'6

I

01

I

-02

_

I

.03

g(Z•-Z•)A8
To Ue Au

Fig. 5. Wind profile data of Fleagle, Deardorff,
and Badgley [1958] plotted to give ap in the log
-]- linear relationship.
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servations(as illustratedin Fig. 1, B and C)
the surfacelayers of the atmosphere,Geophys.
were employed; for the lowest wind-speed Mem. 91, Air Ministry Meteorol. Office,London,
1953.
range, the tangent to the curve at neutral
Deacon,E. L., P. A. Sheppard,and E. K. Webb,
stability. The mean .a• of 3.3 is in reasonably Wind profilesover the sea and the drag at the
good agreementwith that of 3.7 obtained from

seasurface,AustralianJ. Phys.,9, 511-541,1956.

Fleagle,1•. G., J. W. Deardorff,and F. I. Badgley,
the data of Fleagle,Deardorff,and Badgley.
Vertical distribution of wind speed,temperature
The similaritybetweenthe valuesof a• over
and humidity above a water surface,J. Marine
land and seais reassuring.
It givessomereason
Research,17, 141-157, 1958.
to supposethat the conceptsdevelopedas a Monin, A. S., and A.M. Obukhov,Basicregularity
result of work over the land may apply quite
in turbulent mixing in the surfacelayers of the
well to conditions over the sea.
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